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The frog, created in the 3SHAPER module of the 3DESIGN Jewelry CAD 7.0 module and included in a series of utilities
created in the 3DERVER series modules, harmoniously combines with the previously created modules CAD
THEMICALALYSM, CAD LINEAR, CAE OUTPUT, CAMO, CNX and CLR, which makes it possible to develop all the
necessary models using the 3DervCAD framework. Also, the 3SGEZ module for the first time in the field of mesh modeling
meets the requirements of GOST R ISO / IEC 2509-81, which allows you to solve the problem of creating any type of
technological and physical meshes, as well as calculate technological lines for manufacturing products from various materials. In
addition, the module allows you to calculate all the nodes of technological lines for processing parts of all types. Products 3S
Communications Description This catalog of 3S equipment includes many products that have squeezed manufacturers of analog
equipment and devices on the market due to the appearance on it of devices using CDMA frequencies, EV-DO Rev.A, etc. All
this made it possible to give the 3S trademark a new impetus for development . 3S has now become a leading player in the
market in terms of technology and range of devices, accessories and components offered. 5 years ago, 3S-Communications
Electronics Corporation entered the market with a revolutionary solution in terms of digital technology - the 3S GP2 module.
One of the main features of this solution is that thanks to the auto-tuning function and several relays to control the lights and the
process in the circuit, it is always more accurate than standard analog equipment. As a result, it becomes possible to fully
automate the process of manufacturing parts, obtain high-quality products and reduce equipment start-up time. 3S Optimizer 5
is the 1st program with the same functions as 3S for Industry 2100. Fully automatic algorithm for managing all work processes,
including the foundry, through direct interaction with 3SVR3000, makes it possible to completely abandon expensive materials
and expensive components. The start-up and commissioning time of the equipment is only a few minutes. The calculation of all
technological lines is carried out in a couple of minutes, which is a natural result and the result of almost waste-free
production.3S VirtualoV technology allows you to have blanks and molded parts on the table in a single 3S Workshop
installation, significantly reducing
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